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current capabilities and 
limitations in quantum 

science
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in quantum science
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LLM-based chatbots landscape
image generated with DALL-E
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ChatGPT 4.0 overall architecture

ChatGPT 4.0
chatbot

GPT-4
language model

DALL-E
image generation

agents
dialog, task specific, 
safety, integration, 
chain of thoughts

user experience layer
web and mobile, billing

NLU and NLP engines
converts prompt into/to vectors

third party plugins
other services

cloud infrastructure
storage, compute, network

LLM fine tuning
instruction tuning, 

reinforcement learning
with human feedback

user prompt
images

documents

responses
images

documents

modifies the LLM

implements static reasoning

customization
user profile

creating a user GPT 
with documents (RAG)

user profile and constraints

user documents

predicts next word based 
on statistical model
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#1
define your
user profile

#2
learn

prompt 
engineering



current capabilities and limitations
in quantum science
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some current amazing use cases
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basic quantum science knowledge
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figures of merit
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inventories
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simple maths and logic
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plot creation

(uploaded) FidelityClusters.csv

can you create a scatter plot in log-log scale with the qubit number and the 
two qubit gate error rates?
new could you use a different color and a circle for each point, related to the 
company name? and invert the X and the Y?
can you provide the Python code to generate this plot?
now can you change the Y scale and create marks for each possible values 
instead of the powers of 10, and put the Y scale at the right of the chart?
can you show the resulting chart?
could you use a log scale on Y ? and use labels in % for the X axis?
well, in Y, I needed to have a log scale and the ticks corresponding to the 
values in the plot
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result after 5 minutes what took me >10 hours in 2023
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coding

coding with ChatGPT 4.0

Watsonx in Qiskit,
Q4T project,

Python, PHP, …
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quiz creation
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crafting a NQI memo for policy makers
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recent improvement
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what doesn’t work yet



57image generated with DALL-E

chart describing
Shor integer

factoring algorothm
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chart describing
various qubit types
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creating schemas: wrong content and labelling (Dall-E). 
Missing generative adversarial (GAN) features.
get qubit fidelities: mistakes + not done anymore (Bard).
researcher biographies: lots hallucinations (Bard).
finding missing data in papers: not there yet.
analyzing charts in scientific papers: not there yet.
summarizing scientific papers: simplistic.
reasoning in complex situations: possible but not there.



existing and future applications
in quantum science
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capabilities in quantum science
now later harder

learning provide definitions more detailed definitions

studying symbolic maths
quiz creation

charts creation creativity
create and correct exercices

reviewing papers simplistic reviewing capability finding missing elements critical view buildup
charts analyzis

writing papers create layout, rewriting, 
translations making hypothesis

coding helps save time with coding 
and debugging broader coding capabilities

ideation making hypothesis
finding avenues

collaborative 
research

translations
meeting transcripts
actions follow-up

experimental 
design

propose basic setup propose more detailed setup
compare vendor offerings



creating a quantum science 
domain-specific LLM-based chatbot
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natural sciences chemistry

chips design

healthcare
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QuantumGPT

BeQuant

QuantumPower

?
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will be covered at

May 21th, 2024, Station F
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get the presentation slides
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https://www.oezratty.net/wordpress/2024/ai-and-quantum-empower-each-other/  

https://www.oezratty.net/wordpress/2024/ai-and-quantum-empower-each-other/
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